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STABLE PATTERNS
IN A VISCOUS DIFFUSION EQUATION
A. NOVICK-COHEN AND R. L. PEGO

We consider a pseudoparabolic regularization of a forward-backward nonlinear diffusion equation ut = /l(f(u) + IIU t ) , motivated by the problem of phase separation in a viscous binary mixture. The function I is nonmonotone, so there are discontinuous steady state solutions corresponding to
arbitrary arrangements of phases. We find that any bounded measurable steady
state solution u(x) satisfying I(u) = constant, I ' (u(x)) > 0 a.e. is dynamically stable to perturbations in the sense of convergence in measure. In particular, smooth solutions may achieve discontinuous asymptotic states. Furthermore, stable states need not correspond to absolute minimizers of free energy,
thus violating Gibbs' principle of stability for phase mixtures.
ABSTRACT.

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the study of the equation
(1.1)

ut=tl.(f(U)+/lU t ),

XEQ, tER,

with boundary condition

(l.2)

n· V(f(u)

+ /lUt)

= 0,

xE8Q, tER,

and initial condition

( l.3)

U(X, 0) = uo(x) ,

XEQ.

Here f is like a nonmonotonic cubic as in Figure 1; precise hypotheses are
specified in (Fl) in §3 below. Q is a bounded, connected domain in RN with
smooth boundary and outward unit normal n, and /I > 0 is a constant. Equation (1.1) arises as a regularization of the forward-backward nonlinear diffusion
equation u t = tl.f(u), a regularization different from that incorporated in the
Cahn-Hilliard equation

Ut = tl.(f(u) - Ktl.U).
The Cahn-Hilliard equation was introduced by Cahn [C] to model the isothermal phase separation of a binary mixture quenched into an unstable homogeneous state. It is based on the near-equilibrium dynamic principle that material
( 1.4)
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(3FIGURE

1

flux should be proportional to the gradient of chemical potential. In terms of
the concentration U(X, t) of one species, the chemical potential It = j(u) -Kilu
arises as the functional derivative of a free energy functional which decreases
in time for solutions of (1.4), namely
(1.5)

/(u) =

In

(F(u)

+ 1K IV' uI2 ),

where F'(u) = j(u).

Seeking better quantitative accord with experimental results, some authors
have recently proposed modifications to Cahn's model which incorporate outof-equilibrium viscoelastic relaxation effects. Binder, Frisch, and JackIe [BFJ]
proposed a linear model for phase separation by spinodal decomposition when
the chemical potential contains an additional integral relaxation term. When
the relaxation kernel is a single exponential exp( -")It) , the equation they obtain
for the concentration is equivalent to the equation
( 1.6)
where M, Do' D00 ' and K are constants. Stephenson [S] has also obtained a
system of equations equivalent to (1.6). Related equations have been proposed
by several authors as models of "nonclassical diffusion". The equation
ut

+ D* Utt

= il(Du - Eilu

+ Du t )

appears in the work of Aifantis [A], while equation (1.6) with K = 0 arises in
work of Durning [Du] and JackIe and Frisch [JFl, JF2].
Taking K = 0 and letting ")I become large in (1.6) with DooII' fixed, one
obtains a linear equation of the type in (1.1). This linear equation is also
mentioned by Aifantis [A] and has been studied by Ting [Tl-T3] and Chen and
Gurtin [CG]. The term ilu t in (1.1) is interpreted as due to viscous relaxation
effects, or viscosity. In work in progress, we can also justify an equation like
( 1.1) based on considering a slow flow limit for equations of motion of a mixture
of two fluids with Newtonian viscosity.
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The nonlinear equation (1.1) may therefore be considered as a variant of the
Cahn-Hilliard equation with viscous effects. As a model for phase separation by
spinodal decomposition, equation (1.1) has the serious flaw that energy due to
inhomogeneities or phase boundaries is neglected. It is nevertheless interesting
to determine the mathematical consequences of neglecting these effects, to understand what might be expected when their contribution is small. One expects
the high-frequency instabilities present in the backward diffusion equation to
contribute to the generation of complex patterns in solutions of the nonlinear
equation (1.1). We study here the long-time behavior of solutions, to determine
whether solutions stabilize to a steady state, what patterns are stable and in what
sense.
The results are somewhat unusual for a dissipative system. It is easy to show
that for unsteady solutions of (1.1), the energy
(1.7)

/(u) =

l

F(u)

is decreasing in time, while the average concentration
Ii=

l u/IQI

is constant in time. But the dissipative mechanism is rather weak: it is not easy
to prove that solutions stabilize to a steady state as t becomes large. Following
the tradition of Gibbs, one nevertheless expects the solution to evolve toward a
state which minimizes the energy /(u) subject to the constraint Ii = constant.
If Ii lies between the values aM and PM indicated in Figure 1, which are
determined by the Maxwell equal-area construction (so f(a M) = f(P M) = fM
and the integral of f - fM over (aM' PM) is zero), it is well known that a state
u(x) achieving the absolute minimum must satisfy, at each point x,
(1.8)

eitheru(x) = aM or u(x) = PM' so f(u) = fM everywhere.

It turns out that these expectations are incorrect. To begin with, there are
far more steady state solutions of ( 1.1) which satisfy the constraint on Ii: Any
bounded measurable function u(x) satisfying f(u(x)) = constant is a timeindependent solution of (1.1), regardless of whether f = fM or not. That is,
as long as the chemical potential is (any) constant, phases may be arranged in
an arbitrary pattern in space. Moreover, the following results demonstrate that
such solutions can be dynamically stable without being constrained by the equal
area law.
Theorem 1. Assume that f is C 1 and that ue(x) is a steady state solultion of
( 1.1), so that for some constants Ie and f. we have
(1.9)

f(ue(x)) =

Ie,

f' (ue(x)) 2: f* > 0 for a.e. x in

Q.

Then there is a positive constant e > 0 such that if u(x , t) is a solution of (1.1)
that satisfies lu(x, 0) - ue(x)1 < e for x in Q and !n(u(x, 0) - ue(x)) dx = 0,
then u(x, t) converges exponentially fast to ue(x) uniformly in x as t grows.
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Theorem 2. Suppose that f satisfies (Fl) and is C l , with f'(u) < 0 for u E
(a+, P_), that u(x, t) is a solution of(1.1) such that lu(x, 0)1 is bounded, and
that ue(x) satisfies (1.9). Supposethat lu(x, O)-ue(x)1 > 8 1 onlyfor x in a set
Q e of measure less than 8. Then, if 8 and 8 1 are sufficiently small, it follows
that there exist 8 2 ,8 3 -+ 0 as 8,8 1 -+ 0 such that lu(x, t) - ue(x)1 < 8 2 for
all x not in Q e and all t ~ 0, Uoo (x) = lim t --+ oo u(x , t) exists for a.e. x and
satisfies luoo(x) - ue(x)1 < 8 2 for x not in Qe' and f(uoo(x)) = foo constant,
where Ifoo - fel < 8 3 .

From Theorem 1 we see that a solution, which initially is uniformly close
to some steady state satisfying (1.9) but not necessarily (1.8) and has the same
mean, will approach the steady state, failing to minimize energy as t becomes
large. Of course, if the steady state is discontinuous, corresponding to a mixture of phases, the hypotheses require that the initial data have discontinuities
in the same locations, so one might object that the solution is "trapped" by
restricting the choice of initial data. Theorem 2 shows that this explanation is
too simplistic, since there exists smooth initial data satisfying the hypotheses of
Theorem 2 for any steady state ue(x) which satisfies (1.9), discontinuous or
not. The conclusions of Theorem 2 show that such initial data yield a solution
which stays arbitrarily close to the state ue(x) for all time, approaching some
nearby discontinuous steady state asymptotically in a nonuniform fashion.
One refers to states u in (aM' a+) or (P_, PM) as metastable, since they
are only locally energy-minimizing, and refers to states satisfying u :5 aM or
u ~ PM as absolutely stable. Theorem 2 implies that smooth solutions of (1.1)
remain close to discontinuous steady states containing mixtures of metastable
and absolutely stable states in arbitrary patterns. It is likely that these conclusions will be regarded as not physically correct most of the time. In that case, our
results show that some other effects (interfacial energy, fluctuations, etc.) must
be taken into account. What we have shown is that the dissipative influence
of viscosity alone is insufficient to drive the solution to absolutely minimizing
equilibrium.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In §2, we establish that equation
(1.1) is well posed for initial data u(x, 0) in Loo (Q) or for continuous initial
data, and we show that discontinuities in the initial data persist and that new
discontinuities cannot form in finite time. We demonstrate the global existence
of solutions for t > 0 by exhibiting a positively invariant interval for u. In §3,
we show that solutions of (1.1) stabilize to steady state. These results improve
slightly a method of proof introduced in papers of Andrews and Ball [AB] and
Pego [P], but still require certain "nondegeneracy" conditions which may not be
necessary. In §§4 and 5, we prove and discuss Theorems 1 and 2 respectively.
2.

GLOBAL EXISTENCE

In this section we construct solutions of (1.1) globally in time for initial
values in Loo(Q) (the space in which the steady state patterns of interest lie),
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and study certain regularity properties of solutions. We shall first consider a
reformulation of (1.1), namely the equation
(2.1)

u t = -v -1(1- (1- vll)-I)f(u) ~ gr(u).

The operator (I - v ll) -I is defined by setting w = (I - v ll) -I g when w solves
the problem
(2.2)

(I - vll)w = g in Q,
n . Vw = 0 on 8Q.

Theorem 2.1 (Local existence). Suppose f is locally Lipschitz and Uo EX,
where the space X is Loo(Q) or C(Q). Then there exists T > 0 such that
equation (2.1) has a unique solution u(t) with u E C I ([0, T), X) and u(O) =
uo . If f is C k , 1 ~ k ~ 00, then u(t) E C k + 1([0, T), X). If f is analytic,
then u E Jf' ([0, T), X), the space of analytic functions with values in x.
Proof. Equation (2.1) will be regarded as an ODE on the Banach space X.
Theorem 2.1 follows from standard results for such ODEs (e.g. see [0)). We
need to verify that the map v 1-+ gr (v) is locally Lipschitz, C k , or analytic on
X if f is. But this is true provided that the linear map g 1-+ (I - vll)-I g is
bounded on X. This follows from the following more precise lemma, needed
later.
Lemma 2.2. Let g E Loo(Q). Then problem (2.2) has a unique solution w
which lies in W 2 ,P(Q) for all p, 1 < p < 00. If g(x) is not constant a.e., then
essinfg(x) < w(x) < esssupg(x) for all x in Q.
Proof. The existence and regularity of w follow from standard results on elliptic equations (see [T, §5.4.3)). The stated inequality is a consequence of Hopfs
strong maximum principle when the solution of (2.2) is C 2 [PW]. Standard
embedding theorems in [T, §4.6.1] imply that WE CI+"(Q) for any 0: < 1 , the
space of C l functions on Q with Holder continuous first partial derivatives.
For such solutions of (2.2), the strong maximum principle is also valid; it may
be proved by approximating g in (2.2) in Lp(Q) by smooth functions.
Remark 2.3. There is nothing special about the direction of time treated in
Theorem 2.1. The solution may equally well be constructed locally for - T <
t ~ 0 as for 0 ~ t < T.

Proposition 2.4. The solution u(t) from Theorem 2.1 solves the problem (1.1)(1.3).
Proof. Define
(2.3)

J(x, t) = f(u)

+ vU r

Then from (2.1) we have
(2.4)

J = (1- vll)

-I

f(u)
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so JEC([O, T), W 2 ,p(n)) for 1 <p<oo, n·VJ=O on an,and
!!.J = v-1(v!!.-I +l)(l- v!!.)-lf(u) = up

so equation (1.1) holds.
Remark. The Sobolev embedding theorem implies that the "chemical potential"
J = f(u) + vU t lies in d+O«n) for any 0: < 1 [T]. But Proposition 2.6 below
shows that the terms f(u) and u t are not necessarily more regular than Loo (n) .
Thus there is an interesting compensation of discontinuities, similar to the gain
in regularity of stress seen in [P], producing strong solutions for rough initial
data.
The following technical lemma will simplify the treatment of rough solutions
of (1.1). Essentially, it allows us to treat u(x, t) for a.e. x as a classical
solution to the ODE in (2.3). Recall that "functions" in Loo(n) are actually
equivalence classes of bounded functions on n, two functions being identified
when they disagree only on a set of measure zero. Let B(n) denote the space
of actual functions on n which are bounded, with the sup norm.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose X = Loo(n). Let u(t) be the solution of(1.1)-(1.3) from
Theorem 2.1, defined on a maximal time interval (Tl ' T2 ). Given any bounded
representative u o• of the equivalence class u o ' there exists a set n. ~ n such
that n\n. has measure zero, and a function u. E C((T1 , T2 ), B(n)), with
u. (t) E u(t) for all t E (Tl ' T2 ), and u. (0) = u o• such that if x E
then the
function t ........ u.(x, t) is Clan (Tl' T2 ) and is a classical solution of the ODE

n.

(2.5)

du
vdi(t) = - f(u(t))

+ J(x, t).

Proof. See the Appendix.

Proposition 2.6 (Regularity). Let u(t) be the solution of( 1.1 )-( 1.3) from Theorem 2.1, defined on a maximal time interval (Tl' T2 ). Take any t E (Tl' T2 ),
and fix x E n.. Then:
If Uo is continuous at x, then u(·, t) is continuous at x.
If Uo is not continuous at x, then u(·, t) is not continuous at x.
Proof. Regarding x as a parameter in equation (2.5), this result follows from
standard results on continuous dependence on initial values for solutions of
ODEs. Continuity at time 0 implies continuity at time t, and vice versa.
Now we proceed to exhibit positively invariant regions for the solution, when
f is as indicated in Figure 1, and is locally Lipschitz. A set S ~ R is positively
invariant for the problem (1.1 )-( 1.3) if whenever uo(x) E S for all x En. , it
follows that u(x, t) E S for all t ~ O.
Proposition 2.7 (Positively invariant regions). (1) If S = [a, b] is an interval
such that
f(a) ::; f(u) ::; f(b) for all u E S,
then S is positively invariant.
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(2) If S is a disjoint union of intervals [a j
f(a j ) ~ f(u) ~ f(b)

,

b), such that

for all u E S, for all j,

then S is positively invariant. (It follows here that f(a) = f(a k ) and f(b) =
f(b k ) whenever j f:. k.)

The first part of the following lemma is needed for the proof of Proposition
2.7. These facts are also used later in the paper.

Lemma 2.S. Given any C l function g: R

R, set G(u) =
u(x, t) be a solution of(1.1)-(1.3) defined for 0 ~ t < To'
-t

r

g(f(z)) dz. Let

In

(1) If g' (z) ~ 0 for all z, then the quantity
G(u(x , t)) dx is non increasing
in t for 0 ~ t < To.
(2) If To = +00 and the solution remains bounded, then

lim ( G(u(x, t)) dx

(--+00

In

exists, whatever the sign of g' (z) .
Proof. Let g be C l with g' (z) ~ 0 for all z. Then we may compute
:t

In

G(u(x, t)) dx =

= -In[g(f(U)

=

-In

g' (z(x,

In

g(f(u))u(

+ lJu() -

t))lJU~

g(f(u))]u(

-In

+

In

g' (J)IV' JI2

g(J)6J

~ O.

So (1) follows. Now consider part (2). When g' (z) ~ 0, the result is immediate, since In G(u(x, t)) dx is decreasing and bounded below. If G(z) is
not monotone, set h(z) = z + eg(z). Then e may be chosen so small that
h'(z) ~ 0 for Izl ~ suPx (Iu(x, t)l. If H'(z) = h(f(z)) and F'(z) = f(z) ,
then
'
e

In

G(u)(t) =

whence part (2) follows.

In

H(u)(t)

-In

F(u)(t)

+ c,

Proof of Proposition 2.7. We will prove part (1); part (2) is only a slight generalization. Let L = f(a) and f+ = f(b). We suppose that f(u) < L for
u < a and f(u) > f+ for u > b; if necessary, alter the function f so this
holds. Suppose u is a solution of (1.1 )-( 1.3) for 0 ~ t < T, with u(x, 0) E S
a.e. Now, we claim that for each t E [0, T), u(x, t) E [a, b] a.e. To prove
this, choose g(z) so that g is C l , g(z) = 0 if z E [L, f+], g(z) < 0
for z < L, and g(z) > 0 for z > f+. Set G(z) =
g(f(y)) dy, so that
G(z) = 0 for z E [a, b] and G(z) > 0 otherwise. Applying Lemma 2.8(1), we
have 0 ~
G(u(x, t)) dx ~
G(u(x, 0)) dx = O. The claim follows.
Now f(u(x, t)) E [f_, f+] for a.e. x, for each t. From equation (2.4)
and Lemma 2.2, it follows that either f(u(x, t)) is a.e. a constant, so that the

Ii_

In

In
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solution is constant everywhere, or we must have L < J < f+ for all x, t .
From the ODE in (2.5) it easily follows that u(x, t) E [a, b) for all x E O. '

OS,t<T.

Corollary 2.9 (Global existence). Suppose f is locally Lipschitz and satisfies

liminf f(z) < f(u) < limsupf(z) for all u E R.
z--+-oo

z--+oo

If Uo EX, where X is Loo (0) or C(O), then there is a unique solution u(x, t)
to (1.1 )-( 1.3) such that u E C 1 ([0, 00) , X) .
Proof. The hypothesis on f guarantees that there exist arbitrarily large positively invariant intervals. Global existence follows from standard arguments,
given the a priori bound on Ilu(t)II L implied by Proposition 2.7(1) and the
fact that the time T in Theorem 1 ~ay be chosen as a decreasing function of

Ilu(t)II L

00

•

3. STABILIZATION
In the remainder of this paper we assume f is as in Figure 1, satisfying
precisely the following hypothesis:
There should exist a_ < a+ < P_ < P+ such that f(a_) =
f(P_) ~f f_ and f(a+) = f(P+) ~f f+, f is strictly increasing
(F1 )
for u < a+ and u > P_, and f is strictly decreasing for
a+

< u < p_.

In this section we show that, under certain technical hypotheses, each solution
of (1.1)-(1.3) approaches some steady state uoo(x) (depending on the initial
data) as T -+ 00. One such hypothesis is that:
(F2)

f is cubic, with f(u) = a 1 (u - a2 )3

a1 > 0 and a3 < O.

+ a3 (u - a2 ) + a4 where

Stabilization will be proved when f satisfies (F2) for initial data with mean
concentration not equal to a2 • Stabilization can be proved for all initial data,
not subject to such a condition, provided that f satisfies a "nondegeneracy
condition" introduced in a related problem by Andrews and Ball [AB). For
f_ < r < f+, denote by uj(r) , i = 1, 2, 3, the three roots of f(u) = r,
satisfying
(3.1 )
The nondegeneracy condition is that
There are no nonnegative constants Ilj' i = 0, 1, 2, 3 , not all
(F3)
zero, such that ~i=l IljUj(r) == Ilo independent of r for all r
in any open subinterval of (L, f+).
Finally, stabilization can be proved under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 stated
in the Introduction (see Proposition 3.5 and §5).
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Theorem 3.1 (Stabilization). Suppose that f is locally Lipschitz and satisfies
(Fl), and that Uo E Loo(O). Let u(x, t) be the solution of(1.1)-(1.3) defined

for all t

O. Suppose that one of the three following conditions holds:
(i) f satisfies hypothesis (F2) and 101- 1In Uo(X) dx =I- a2 ·
(ii) f satisfies hypothesis (F3).
(iii) lim inft _ oo meas{x En I u(x, t) E (Q+,
= O.
Then there exists Uoo E Loo(O) such that
~

p_n

lim u(x, t) = uoo(x) for a.e. x in 0,

(3.2)

t-oo

and f(uoo(x)) = constant.
Remarks. (1) The convergence of u(x, t) need not occur uniformly (see §5
below).
(2) The meaning of (iii) is that if convergence as in (3.2) does not occur, then
there exists 11 > 0 so that for all t suffiicently large, the set where the solution
u(x, t) lies in the "spinodal" interval (Q+, P_) has measure larger than 11.
One might expect that this is a case of no practical significance since these
states are unstable (see Remark 4.2), so that, practically speaking, all solutions
converge, whether or not (F3) holds.
(3) If a function f violates condition (F3), clearly one could change it a small
amount (only in the spinodal interval, if desired) so the condition would be
satisfied. Conversely, a small change in u2 (r) can cause f to violate condition
(F3) for some small interval of r. Moreover, condition (F3) fails to hold in the
simple cases when f is piecewise linear or cubic. (For cubic f as in (F2), take
110 = 3a 1a2 , 111 = 112 = 113 = 1.) So the condition is somewhat unsatisfactory.
Our proof of 3.1 is based on the arguments of Andrews and Ball [AB], which
we simplify and somewhat sharpen. We divide the proof into three lemmas.
Recall that ut = ~J = -v-I(f(u) - J), where J(x, t) = f(u) + vu t • Set
(3.3)

iav(t) =

Io f (U(X, t))dx

101- 1

=

101-1

£

J(x, t)dx.

Lemma 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, as t
(3.5)

Ilul, t)IIL 2 -+ 0,
IIJ(·, t) - iav(t)IIL -+ 0,

(3.6)

Ilf(u(" t)) - iav(t)II L2

(3.4)

-+ 00

we have

00

r

-+

O.

Proof. Property (3.6) will follow immediately from (3.4) and (3.5). Choose a
f(z) dz. As in the proof of Lemma 2.8, compute
primitive F(u) =
(3.7)

:t

£

F(u(x, t)) dx =

£

f(u)u t = -

£

(vu; + IV' JI\

Since the solution u(x, t) is bounded, we conclude that
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Here and below, C denotes a generic constant independent of t. Now, (3.4)
follows if we can show that h(t) = In u;(x, t) dx is uniformly continuous for
t E [0,00). But lIu(" t)II L is uniformly bounded, hence from (2.1) and
Lemma 2.2, lIu t (·, t)II L is ~niformly bounded. Then for t > s ~ 0, using
Lemma 2.S we have
00

Ih(t) - h(s)1

= I l u;(x,

t) - u;(x, s) dxl

::::; C llut(t) - ut(s)1 = C ll~(l::::; Cllf(u(t)) - f(u(s))IIL

00

v~)-I(f(u(t)) -

::::; Cllu(t) - u(s)II L

00

f(u(s))) I

$ C(t - s),

which shows that h(t) is uniformly Lipschitz. Hence (3.4) holds. Interpolating
between L2 and L oo ' we also conclude that
Ilutll L

p

-+

0 as t

-+

00 for 2::::;p < 00.

To establish (3.S), observe that J(., t) - iav(t) is the unique solution of the
Neumann problem for finding w(x) satisfying
~w(x) =

ut(x, t)

in Q,

n· w = 0 on {)Q

such that In w = O. By the results stated in Triebel [T, §S.4.S] on this problem,
for any p, 1 < p < 00 , there exists a constant C so that

When 2p > n, W 2 , p (Q) is continuously embedded into Loo(Q). Then (3.S)
follows.
Lemma 3.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, lim t -+ oo iav(t) exists.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that the limit does not exist. Choose p and
q so that
lim inf iav(t) < p < q < lim sup iav(t)
t-+oo
t-+oo
and so that f_ and f+ do not lie in [p, q]. We shall consider the case f_ <
p < q < f+; the other cases are easier. Recall the definition of u/r) from
(3.1). Choose e > 0 small enough so that lu/r) - u/r)1 > Se if r E [p, q] and
i =f. j. Let Q = {t I iav(t) E [p, q]}. Define, for t E Q and i = 1, 2, 3,
S;(t) = {x E Q Ilu(x, t) - u;(iav(t))1 < e},

",;(t) =

IS;(t)I,

the measure of S;(t) ,

3

S~(t) =

Q\ US;(t) ,
;=1

The sets S:(t) are disjoint. The proof of Lemma 3.3 breaks down into three
sublemmas.
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Lemma 3.3a.

L;=I.u~(t)

limt-+oo,tEQ

341

Inl·

=

Proof. From Lemma 3.2, the set S~(t) = {x E

n I

fav(t)1 >

15}
satisfies IS~(t)1 -+ 0 as t -+ 00, t E Q, for any 15 > O. Because f is strictly
piecewise monotone, we may choose 15 > 0 so that if lu - ui(r)1 > e, then
If(u) - rl > 15 for r E [p, q]. Then S~(t) ~ ~(t), so the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.3b. Given any g E CI(R), let G(u) =

If(x, t) -

r g(f(z)) dz. Then

3

lim ( G(u(x, t)) dx = lim '"' .u~(t)G(Ui(fav(t))).

t-+oo

10.

~

t-+oo

tEQ

i=1

In particular, the limit on the right-hand side exists.
Proof. The limit on the left-hand side exists by Lemma 2.8. Write
( G(u(x, t)) dx =

10.

(

ls~(t)

G(u)

3

+L

(

i=11Sf(t)

G(u) - G(u/fav(t)))

3

+ ~ fsf(t) G(ui(fav(t)))
= To(t)

3

3

i=1

i=1

+ LTi(t) + L.u~(t)G(Ui(fav(t)))·

Now ITol~C.u~(t)-+O as t-+oo in Q. For i=1,2,3.
ITjl

~c (

1Sf(t) lu(x, t) -

uJfavC t )) I ,

where C is a Lipschitz constant for G. The estimate of this term is a bit
technical: For any 15, 0 < 15 < e, we have S:(t) "2 S7(t), so
ITj(t)1

~ C(15.u~(t) + e(.u~(t) - .u~(t))).

Summing this inequality over i = 1, 2, 3, and using Lemma 3.3a, we find
3

lim '"' ITi(t)1 ~ C15 for any 15 > O.
t-+oo ~
tEQ

i=1

So in fact these terms approach zero, and Lemma 3.3b is proved.
Lemma 3.3c. For each i = 1,2, 3, .ui =

limt-+oo,tEQ

.u~(t) exists.

Proof. Choose two nonzero nonnegative C 1 functions g _ (r) and g+ (r) such
that their supports satisfy supp g_ ~ [L, p] and supp g+ ~ [q, f+] respectively. Let G±(u) = J g±(f(z)) dz. For t E Q we find that G±(u/fav(t)))
is independent of t, and in fact, for r in [p, q] there exist positive constants

f_
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i = 1 , 2, 3, independent of r, with
G_(ul(r)) = y~,

G+(U 1(r)) = 0,

G_(u 2 (r)) = y~,

G+(u 2 (r)) =

yt + y; ,
G_(u (r)) = y~ + y; + y; ,
G+(u (r)) = yt + y;.
3

3

In fact,

=

[~~l
+
Inl

0(1)

as t -+ 00 in Q, where G'; = lim l -+ oo In G±(u(x, t)) dx. The matrix in (3.8)
is nonsingular, so Lemma 3.3c follows.
Proof. The next step in the proof of 3.3 is to note that Lemmas 3.3c and 3.3b
imply that for any G as defined in Lemma 3.3b, we have
(3.9)

lim

1-+00

inr G(u(x, t)) dx =

lim

1-+00

IEQ

3

~
I1;G(U;(fav(t))).
~
;=1

In particular we find that the right-hand side must equal 2:;=II1;G(u;(r)) for
any r E [p, q]. Choosing g(z) = 1, G(u) = u, and recalling that In UI = 0, it
follows that
(3.10)

In uo(x) dx

tt
3

=

l1;u;(r)

for all r

E

[p, q].

If j satisfies hypothesis (F3), this immediately yields a contradiction. If hypothesis (iii) of 3.1 holds, then 112 = 0, but ul(r) and u3 (r) are increasing
functions, so again a contradiction is reached. Finally, for a cubic j of the
form in (F2), one knows that 2:;=1 u;(r) = 3a2 ' so the possibility 11; = Inl/3 ,
I Uo = a21nl cannot be excluded. However, this is the only possible solution
of (3.10) for the quantities 11;, i = 1,2, 3, and 110 = I uo ' A way to verify
this is to scale the equation j(u) = r so it becomes u3 - 3u = 2r, and solve by
substituting u = z + 1/ z to find that

t

uj(r) = 2 cos( arccos(r)

+ in}),

} = 1, 2, 3.
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Clearly these functions have pairwise independent derivative. If (3.10) has two
solutions, then by taking derivatives in (3.10) with respect to r, one may show
that u~(r) and u~(r) must be linearly dependent for some i f:. j, yielding a
contradiction. This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
To conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1, recall that for a.e. x EO, the
function t 1-+ u(x, t) is C 1 and satisfies vU t = - f(u) + J(x, t). Let foo =
lim t --+ oo fav(t). From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 it follows that
vU t

= -(f(u) - foo)

+ e(x, t),

where le(x, t)1 - 0 as t - 00 uniformly for x EO. From the lemma
below and hypothesis (F1), it follows that u(x, t) converges boundedly almost
everywhere to an Loo-function uoo(x) satisfying f(uoo(x)) = foo a.e. This
finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.4. Assume f: R -

R is continuous and not constant on any open
interval. Assume that z(t) E
is a bounded solution of z' (t) = f(z(t))+
e(t), where e(t) is continuous with lim t --+ oo e(t) = O. Then lim t --+ oo z(t) = Zoo
exists, and f(zoo) = o.

C 1 (0, 00)

Proof. Since z(t) is bounded, z_ = liminfz(t) and z+ = limsupz(t) are
bounded. Choose any y E [z_ , z+1. We may select two sequences, {t;} and
{t;},sothat t;-oo as n-oo, z(t;)=y, z'(t;)~O,and z'(t;)::;O for
all n. Then
f(y) + e(t;) ::; 0 ::; f(y) + e(t;) for all n,
so letting n - 00 we find that f(y) = O. Hence f == 0 in [z_, z+1. Our
hypothesis now implies that z_ = z+, so limt--+oo z(t) = zoo' exists and
f(zoo) = O.
In the absence of hypotheses (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.1, we are unable to prove
stabilization. The following result summarizes what happens if stabilization
does not occur, and will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that f is locally Lipschitz and satisfies hypothesis (F1),
and that Uo E Loo(O). Let u(x, t) be the solution of(1.1)-(1.3) defined for all
t ~ o. Suppose that lim /--+ oo u(x, t) fails to exist for a.e. x in O. Define fav(t)
by (3.3). Then there exist p, q with f_ < p < q < f+ such that
lim inf fav(t) < p < q < lim sup fav(t).
1--+00

Defining the set Q by Q = {t I fay (t)
and positive,
f.li

= lim meas{x E 0
1--+00

1--+00

E

[p, q]} , then for any e sufficiently small

I lu(x,

t) - uj(fa)t))1 < e}

IEQ

exists for each i = 1 , 2, 3, (3.10) holds, and f.ll

+ f.l2 + f.l3

=

101·
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4.

STABILITY BY LINEARIZATION

Now we begin to ascertain which steady states of (1.1) may be possible stable
asymptotic states. By the method of linearization, we show in this section that
virtually any steady state ue(x) not anywhere in the spinodal interval [Q+, p_]
is asymptotically stable to uniformly small perturbations of zero mean, and these
perturbations decay exponentially fast. Theorem 4.1 below implies Theorem 1
stated in the Introduction. Steady states lying in the spinodal on a set of positive
measure are unstable (see Remark 4.2).
Theorem 4.1. Assume f is C 1 . Suppose ue(x) is a steady state solution of (1. 1)
with f(ue(x)) = Ie a.e. Suppose f'(ue(x)) ~!o > 0 a.e. in O. Then there
exist positive e, C, and p such that, if Iluo- uell L < e and In(u o - u e ) = 0,
then a solution of (1.1 )-( 1.3) exists globally for t ~ '0, with
-PI

Ilu(', t) -

uell L :::; Ce
lIuo- uell L .
Proof. Write v(x, t) = u(x , t) - ue(x) , so v must satisfy
(4.1)

00

VI

where
Bv

= Bv

00

+ g(v),

= 1l(l-lIll)-I(f'(Ue(x))v),

g(v) = Il(l- 1I1l)-I(f(v

+ ue ) -

f(u e ) - f'(ue)v).

We wish to consider (4.1) as an ordinary differential equation on a closed subspace of Loo (0) , the space X = {v E Loo (0) I In v = O}. Using Lemma 2.2,
and the fact that the operator T = 1l(l-lIll)-1 = _1I- 1(l-(l-lIll)-I) , one may
easily check that T is a bounded operator from Loo (0) into X. Then clearly
B is a bounded linear operator on X and g is a locally Lipschitz function on
X, with
Ilg(v)IIL = o(llvllL ) as IlvilL ...... O.
According to standard results using the linearization method (e.g. see Henry
[H, Theorem 5.1.1]), to prove Theorem 4.1 it suffices to show that the spectrum
a(B) on X lies in a half plane {A Eel ReA :::; -P} for some P > O.
The proof of this has two stages. The essential spectrum of B, denoted
ae(B) , is the complement of the set of A E C such that either (A - B)-l is
bounded on X or A is an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. In the first
stage, we show that A lies in the essential spectrum of B if and only if -lIA
lies in the essential range of f' (u e ), so that A:::; - !olll for AE ae(B). In the
second stage, we show that eigenvalues of B must be real and satisfy A :::; - P
for some P > O. The first step is achieved using the invariance of the essential
spectrum under compact perturbations (see [H, Chapter 5, Theorem A.l] for
example). The second stage employs an energy method.
We proceed with stage one. B has a null eigenfunction in Loo(O) which we
normalize, writing
00

00

00
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In

where M is the averaging functional defined by Mv = IQI-I
vex) dx. Then
Bvo = 0 and Mvo = 1. Define a projection P:Loo(Q) ---. X by

Pv(x)

= vex) -

vo(x)Mv.

(P is the complementary spectral projection for B for the eigenvalue 2 = 0
on Loo(O) , but we do not need to prove this for what follows.) Since PB = B,
we may write B = -v-I(Bo - B I ), where, for v EX,

Bov = P(f' (Ue)v) ,

Blv = P«I - v,1.)-1 f' (ue)v).

Because the embedding W 2 ,P(Q) ---. Loo(Q) is compact if 2p > n, by Lemma
2.2 the operator BI is compact. Hence the essential spectrum of B is the
same as that of -v -I Bo. On the one hand, if A lies in the essential range of
f'(u e ) , so that f'(ue(x)) = A on a set of positive measure, then clearly A is an
eigenvalue of Bo of infinite multiplicity, and so lies in the essential spectrum.
On the other hand, if A does not lie in the essential range of f' (u e ) (which
is a finite set), then (f'(u e ) - A)-I E Loo(Q) and an explicit formula may be
written for (Bo - A)-Ion X: For g EX,

(Bo - A)

-I

g
Vo
M(gj(f'(u e ) -A))
g = f' (u e ) - A - f' (u e) - AM(voj(f' (u e ) - A)) .

Clearly, in this case (Bo - 2)-1 is bounded on X. This finishes stage one.
Now, if A E a(B) but A f/:. ae(B) , then A is an isolated eigenvalue, so there
exists v E ex nonzero such that (B - A)V = o. That is,

-v -I (I - (I - v,1.) -I )f' (ue)v - AV = 0,

or

(f'(U e) +AV)V = (/ -v,1.)-l f ,(Ue )v.

Then (f' (u e) + AV)V lies in W 2 ,p for all p, and

(/. - v,1.)(f' (u e ) + AV)V =

!' (ue)v.

Now multiply by (f' (ue)+Iv)'V and integrate over Q. Set w = (f' (Ue)+AV)V .
After an integration by parts, we get
{,

2

=

in If (ue)1

in If (u e ) + 2vI
{,

Ivi

2

2

22-,

2

+ 2v f (ue)lvl .

Ivi

Immediately we find that A is real, since
{,

+ vlVwl

f' (u e (x)) > o.

2,

2

,

Then

o~ in[(f (Ue)+AV) - f (U e ) -Avf (ue)]lvl

=AV 1(f'(Ue)+AV)IVI 2 •
Therefore A ~ 0 .

2
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It now suffices to show that A = 0 is not an eigenvalue. (It can only be an
isolated eigenvalue.) If v E X and Bv = 0, we have

I'(ue)v = (J - vft.)-I(/'(ue)v).
Set w = I' (ue)v . Then

W E

Dom(ft.) in

(J - vft.)w = w

in 0.,

Loo (0.)

and satisfies

n . Vw = 0 on 80..

So ft.w = o. Since 0. is connected it follows that w is constant. Then since
v = 0 and I' (u e ) > 0, it follows that v = o.
So A = 0 is not an eigenvalue, and hence there exists P > 0 so that if
A E a(B) , then A ~ - P . This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.l.

In

Remark 4.2. If the steady state ue(x) lies in the spinodal interval (ct+, P_)
for x in a set of positive measure, then the first stage of the proof above shows
that the operator B has essential spectrum in the right half plane. Hence u e
is unstable (see [HD.

5.

ENERGY STABILITY AND ASYMPTOTICALLY DISCONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS

In this section we assume that I is locally Lipschitz and satisfies hypothesis
(Fl). The functions ui(r) are defined in (3.1). We shall address the issue of
which steady state solutions of (1.1) may arise as time asymptotic limits from
continuous initial data; such data yield continuous solutions by Proposition 2.5.
As in §4, we are most concerned with steady states ue(x) having a mixture of
two phases, satisfying
(5.1 )

I(ue(x)) = Ie E (L, 1+),
ue(x) = u 1(Ie) or u 3(f3) for a.e. x E

n.

Our result below shows that all states of this form are stable (though this does
not mean asymptotically stable) to a class of perturbations which always permit
the initial data to be smooth. Indeed the hypotheses of the theorem below are
satisfied whenever Iluo- uellLI (n) is sufficiently small. The conclusion is that the
solution u(x, t) with initial values uo(x) does not change phase at any point,
and that the mean chemical potential remains always close to Ie. With the
mild additional hypothesis stated in Theorem 2 that I is C l with I'(u) < 0
for U E (ct+ ' P_) , stabilization can be proved without the other hypotheses of
Theorem 3.1. These results can guarantee that for suitable initial data, even if
the solution u(x, t) is smooth, the asymptotic state Uoo (x) is discontinuous.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose Iluoll L ~ Mo· Let Ie E (f_, 1+) be arbitrary. Now lor
eo' el positive and sujjiciently""small, if

(5.2)

then
(5.3)

meas{x E 0.

I luo(x) - ui(Ie)1 > e1 lor i =

1 and 3} < eo'

ifuo(x) < ct+ then u(x, t) < ct+ lor all t > 0,
ifuo(x) > P_ then u(x, t) > P_ lor all t > 0,
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F(u)

------'.......~-

FL (u)

u
FIGURE

2

and there exists 8 5 (8 0 , 8,) -+ 0 as 8 0 , 8, -+ 0 such that
(5.4)
lfav(t) - fel < 8 5 for all t ~ O.
Hence, if uoo(x) = lim/->oo u(x, t) exists, with f(uoo(x)) = foo constant for
a.e. x E n, then Ifoo - fel < 85 , andfor a.e. x E n,
ifuo(x) < 0:+ then uoo(x) = u, (fe),
(5.5)
ifuo(x) > P_ then uoo(x) = u 3 (fe)·
Proof. Choose an energy function of the form F (u) =
(f( z) - fe) d z . Recall
from Lemma 2.8 that
(5.6)

l

F(u(x, t)) dx

~

l

r

F(uo(x)) dx

for all t> O.

The hypothesis (5.2) means roughly that uo(x) is nearly everywhere near the
bottom of one of the wells of F (see Figure 2). In order to use (5.6) to control
u(x, t) when the wells of F have different depths, we define a "net energy"
function E(u) as follows: Define an "energy floor" function FL by
F(u, (fe)) if u < 0:+,
{
FL(U) = F(u 3 (fe)) if u > P_,
minF(u) if 0:+ ~ u ::; p_.
The "net energy" function is defined by E(u) = F(u) - FL(u). It satisfies
E(u) = 0 when u = u, (fe) or u 3 (fe) ,
E(u) > 0 otherwise.
Definition. We say that the phases are invariant on [0, T] if the implications
below hold for a.e. x E n and all t E [0, T]:
If uo(x) < 0:+ then u(x, t) < 0:+,
If uo(x) > P then u(x, t) > p_.
Our proof of Theorem 5.1 consists of three preliminary observations, then
an induction argument. The first observation follows immediately from the
definitions above and (5.6):
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:5 FL(u(x, t»

Lemma 5.2. If the phases are invariant on [0, T], then FL(uO(x»
for t E [0, T] for a.e. x, and hence

In

(5.7)

E(u(x, t)) dx

:5

In

E(uo(x» dx.

The hypothesis (5.2) implies that the right-hand side of (5.7) is small. In
particular, the a priori bounds of Proposition 2.7 imply that for all t > 0, we
may write
IIE(u(·, t»IIL

f on [- M u ' Mu] , then for

If L is a Lipschitz constant for
81

In

(5.9)

= 1 or 3 implies

E(uo(x» dx

= min{f+ -

Lemma 5.3. Define Co

:5 Me'

< min{a+ - u 1(1,), u3 (1,) - P_}

we find that lu - ulfe) I < 8 1 for i
yields
(5.8)

00

IIJ(·,t)-leIIL

:5

E(u)

< L8i /2. Then (5.2)

8; LIQI/2 + 8 M e'
0

Ie, Ie - f_} and recall J
00

= lIU t + f(u).

If

<Co fortE[O,T],

then the phases are invariant on [0, T].

Proof. Write lIU t = -(f(u) - Ie) + (J - Ie). Recall that for a.e. x in n,
u(x, t) is a classical solution of this ODE. It is clear, then, that if (5.9) holds
and if u(x, t) = a+ ' then ut(x, t) < O. If u(x, t) = P_ , then ut(x, t) > O.
It follows that the phases are invariant on [0, T].

Our next goal is to establish a connection between (5.8) and (5.9). Choose
some p satisfying 2p > n. Since
(I - 1I1:l)(J - Ie) = f(u) - Ie

n . \l (J - Ie) = 0 on

an,

in

Q,

there exists C1 > 0 such that
IIJ(·, t) - leilL

(5.10)

For any

82

00

:5 cllJ - lellw 2 ,p :5 C11If(u(" t» - leilL .
p

> 0, now define

/1(8 2 , t) = I{x

E Q

I lu(x,

t) - ui(Ie)1 >

Observe that if lui :5 M u ' then If(u(" t» for i = 1 and 3. Now we may estimate
Ilf(u(" t» - leilL

p

82

for i = 1 and 3}1.

lei > L8 2

implies lu - ui(Ie)1 > 8 2

:5 ((L8 2 )PIQI + M;/1(8 2 , t»I/P.

Again consider (5.8). According to Chebyshev's inequality, for any positive
8 3 , 8 4 , inequality In E(u(x, t» dx :5 8 3 implies I{x E Q I E(u(x, t)) ~ 8 4 }1 :5
8 3 /8 4 , Define
W(8 4 ) = sup{lu - ui(Ie)1
u

Ii

= 1 or 3 and E(u)

< 8 4 }.
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Then w(e4) -+ 0 as e4 -+ 0 and if lu - uj(Ie)1 > w(e4) for i = 1 and 3, then
E(u) > e4 . Therefore ll(w(e 4), t) :5 e3/e 4 . Setting e2 = w(e 4) , we find

Ilf(u(" t» - leilL :5 (w(e 4)p LPlnl + M~e3/e4)I/P.
p

t

+ Mj)l/p. Then we have

Set e3 = e4w(e 4 ,and C2 = (LPlnl

Lemma 5.4. Let e4 > 0 be such that C I C2 w(e4) < Co' Then the inequality

In E(u(x, t»

t

dx :5 e4w(e4

implies

IIJ(·, t) - leilL

00

:5 C IC2w(e4) < Co·

We are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 5.1. From (5.8), it is clear that
if eI ,eo are sufficiently small, then
(5.11)
When (5.11) holds, we claim that the set I of T ~ 0 such that the phases are
invariant on [0, T] is an open and closed subset of the interval [0, (0) , which
will establish that the phases are invariant on I = [0, (0) .
Suppose first that the phases are invariant on [0, T -6] for any small 6 > O.
Then from (5.11), Lemma 5.2, and because u E C([O, (0), Loo(n»,

In

E(u(x, t» dx :5 e4w(e 4l

for all t E [0, T].

Then by Lemma 5.4, IIJ(·, t) - leilL < Co on [0, T], so the phases are
invariant on [0, T] by Lemma 5.3. SoOOthe set lis closed.
Now if the phases are invariant on [0, T] for some T ~ 0, then as above,
(5.9) holds for t E [0, T]. By continuity, (5.9) must hold for t E [0, T + 6]
for some 6 > O. Then the phase are invariant on [0, T + 6]. Hence the
set I is open. We conclude that I = [0, (0). Hence the phases are invariant
on [0, (0), which proves (5.3). Inequality (5.4) follows from the inequality in
Lemma 5.4. This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 2. It remains to show that stabilization occurs if eI ,eo are
sufficiently small, if f is C I with f'(u) < 0 for u between Q+ and p_.
Suppose not. Then the conclusions of Proposition 3.5 hold. Let Ill' 1l2' 113 '
p, and q be as defined in Proposition 3.5. From Theorem 5.1 it follows that
for e l sufficiently small, 112 < eo' and also that p and q lie in the interval
(Ie - e5 , Ie + e5 )· Equation (3.10) implies that
(5.12)

Illu'l(r)+1l3u;(r)=-1l2u;(r)

forp:5r:5q.

Since u~(r) = l/f'(u j(r» , our hypotheses imply that there are positive constants C > c such that min(u; (r), u;(r» > c and -u;(r) < C. Since
III + 112 + 113 = Inl, equation (5.12) then implies that (Inl - eo)c < eoC, a
condition which is violated for eo sufficiently small. Theorem 2 follows.
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ApPENDIX

The proof of the technical Lemma 2.5 is made easy by the following representation theorem for Loo (Q)-valued continuous functions. Suppose Q c R n ,
and let B(Q) be the space of actual functions on Q which are bounded, with
the sup norm. Loo (Q) is the space of equivalence classes of functions in B(Q)
which differ on a set of measure zero.

Lemma. If I c R is an interval and u E C(I, Loo(Q)) , then there exists v E

C(I, B(Q)) such that v(t) E u(t) for all tEl. Thus, for any x E Q, t .......
v(x, t) = v(t)(x) is a continuous function of t. If two functions VI and v 2
have this property, then there is a fixed subset N c Q of measure zero such that
for all tEl and all x E Q\N, VI (x, t) = v 2 (x , t) .
Proof. Choose a dense sequence {t k } in I. Inductively choose V(tk) E U(tk)
and sets Nk :J N k _ 1 so that Nk has measure 0 and

sup Iv(tk)(x) - v(t)(x)1

~m~

= Ilu(tk) -

u(t)IIL

=

for j < k.

Set N = U Nk . Then for any tEl, any x E Q\N, and any subsequence {t k }
J
converging to t, clearly {v (t d (x)} is a Cauchy sequence with limit depending
J
only on t. Denoting the limit by v (t)(x) , and setting v(t)(x) = 0 for x EN,
it follows that v E C(l, B(Q)) , as desired.
To show that v(t) E u(t) for all tEl, fix t and choose a subsequence {t k }
J
converging to t. Choosing WE u(t), there exist sets Mk of measure zero such
that
sup Iv(tk)(x) - w(x)1 = Ilu(tk) - u(t)II L --> 0 as k --> 00.

=

xEn\Mk

With M = U Mk UN, it follows that v(t)(x) = w(x) for x E Q\M, so
v(t) E u(t) .
Supposing that two functions VI and v 2 have the property proved above,
choose sets Nk of measure zero such that VI (tk)(x) = v 2 (tk)(x) for x E Q\Nk '
and let N = U N k . Then for all x E Q\N, VI (tk)(x) = v 2 (tk)(x) for all k, so
by continuity, VI (t)(x) = v 2 (t)(x) for all t.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let I be the interval (T" T2 ), and u E C(I, Loo(Q)) be
the solution. Choose u. = V E C(I, B(Q)) according to the lemma above. We
know that for all tEl,
u(t) = Uo + V -I

fot (- f(u(s)) + J(., s)) ds

in Loo(Q).

If we define VI (t) = u.(t) and v 2 (t) = U o + V -I J~( - f(u.(s)) + J(., s)) ds, then
VI and v 2 belong to C(I, B(Q)) , and VI (t), v 2 (t) E u(t) for all tEl. By the
lemma above, there is a set N of measure zero, such that for x E Q. = Q\N,
u.(x, t) = uo(x)

which yields the result.

+ v -I

fot (- f(u.(x, s)) + J(x, s)) ds,
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